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'NEWSYOUR PROGRESSFVE
Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, July 7, 1948
PAPER
FOR OVER OMA CINTURY
BOUQUETS
OVER - 90- 1FUNERAL SERVICES
IFFREE'YOU'RE
HELD TODAY FOR
give a
GEORGE BRANDON

United Press

Mr. and Mrs. L T. Crawford
announced today that they will
nice bouquet to any resident of Calloway county who it
over 90 years of age.
Five years ago the couple
made the same offer to anyone
over 80. There were 43 who
qualified.
The Crawfords, who have devoted much of their lives to
growing beautiful flowers, can
frequently be seen in front of
the Peoples Savings Bank where
they offer their home-grown
flowers for vale.
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Funeral services were conducted
at 4:00 o'clock this afternoon for
George W. Brandon at the First
Christian Church in Dover, Term.
mr. Brandon, 79, was found dead
by members of the family Monday
morning. A coroner's' verdict of
suicide was given.

*Field Day In -Judging To
July 7 tUP)-Pro Be Held Here Thursday
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most prominent land-owners in
western Tennessee. He operated
a farm, 10 miles from Dover, which
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or someone from the tar
West In any national election the
Democratic party does not have
to consider the South for electorial
leotes as they peewee they eUl go'
York
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Democratic as a matter of course.
This U. uefortunate I's there is little chance of a Southerner being
' elected president. They still are
a power in Congress and Senate
however, as they vote almost as
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I civil rights question will turn
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Bob Hensley. the, assistant cammanager and secretary ti
'Governor Earle Clements, will as'cam- ;
Chapman in
sist
paign headlsuarters in "Louisv:112
Bob is well liked a good'organizer.
and popular with all factions of the

paln
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Shall History Repeat
Every now and then we hear somebody say he hopes
General Eisenhower will refuse to accept the Democvatic
nomination for President on the grounds that he will Ask
marring an outstanding military record. We Cannot ag-ee
with such reasoninv. • •
In our opinion the greatest President we ever had was
also one of our greatest military figures—George Washington—and we see no reason why history cannot repeat
in the case- of General Ike.
The fact that we have had some good-generals who
made sorry Presidents is no argument against drafting a
"Sissies! What's wrong with their tseelv?"
leader like Eisenhower to guide us through a period in our.
history Which, we think, is as serious as the one following
she will accept the nomination
the Revolutionary War.
•
it were altered to her
Eisenhower .s.i.ii.ceedeti in the military.- field where
Kentucky and Missouri are• so
Pershing failed in NVorld War I. He was placed, in full
Close geographically that Senator
command of all the allied forces made up of a score, or
Barkleyo the logical choice, may
more. of'nations that furnished soldiers to fight the Germans and Italians and he consolidated the army of mixed
rot be considered tor Vice-President My belief is that it may be
nationalities into the greatest fighting, force in history.
a dark horse like Jim Farley. New
It required a diplomat of the first order to accom.
instinctively
who.
man
a
required
tt
task.
plish such a
knew a great deiil about feign affairsas well as human
natpre. It also required a man who knew our
and one who had the sibilitY to conserve our resources
and those of our allies during the two years it took to
build enougjt. strength to administer a crushing defeat at
our enemies.
..
.
• . As an ally of Soviet Russia during the vv.sr we beeve . Eisenhower knows better how to deal with. that
-tuuntry in the post-war period. We believe he knows how
By David M. Porter
Ruasians„re-act to dealings with us. and knows better how
reactions.
their
with
cope
io
It is unfortunate that in the
Eisenhower gave us a great victory in World War II
i f Gov. Earle Clem-sttio
1t
\
ti<•.
ra ;
early
at
won
we
peace
the
us
give
can
he
believe
And we honestly
primary is being held
reign
cnts
he
that
idea
so) great a price. We do not subscribe to the
making the adrninthat insts ad
would be running a risk of marring his career by serving utrauon strong and united is likely
opportunity
an
is
it
We
believe
us in the hour of our need.
to -sole the Democratic party wide
to rttund out, and make complete, a service equalled by °pc!' ar,d tassure the election of a
Republican Senator and will have
no other American that ever lived.
And even though he shotild lack Some of the attri- some effect on the PrZsi tial
.
people have said
butes we have come-to regard as necessary for a Chief race Many
about Earle Clements; his
things
abilities
and
talents
other
has
he
ecutive we believe
friends admire and love 'MM. his
t are far more important.
enemies respect hun, but no one
If he proves to be another Grant it will be disappoint- can say that he has ever broken
a
is
This
tragic.
g. of course, but even that will not be
a promise, and he promised to back
pretty good country, in fact about the best in the world. Chapman for the Senate
dettpite the fact (.,- ;rant proved to be a sorry President. Not
Virgil Chapman is running for
only did we survive Grant's administration, but we built the United States Senate -His chief
onuments to him as a military leader in spite of his fail- oppohent tr, the peimary will be
re as President. and he grows in stature with each pass- John V. Brown' Virgil has been
Congressman for the Sixth District
g generation.
for twenty-1%s.° years. Has a repray
and
We
hope
.
Eisenhower
needs
( The country
makable record for kiAvocating
the Democrats will gixe him th• norr'natitgl and that he the cause .of agriculture and of InWill accept it.
sheeting a number of laws that

"IT'S
soy
often
hind
and
you

of driver Dana
GIT UP, THAR!—Judy (Tomboy) Cameron, the three-year-old daughter
Calif., where
Cameron of Harvard, Mass., tries Out a sulky at Santa Anita Park, Arcadia,
Meeting. .
Circuit
Grand
a
or
Midst
the
in
is
Association
Racing
Harness
the Western
_
James Barria's 'Dear Brutus." acinformation received
cording to
from her by Po(, J. W. Cohron.:
will last six
The senotarsnip
weeks and during this time Lowry
will have an opportunity -to act in
'several productions and also to perAnn Lowry .thaiiiitsT of Dr. C. S. tieimite in various phases of back
Lowry, and a student in the dra- Owe. work in the theatre.
matics department, has been given
As a speciaetcature of the sume
4 working scholarship in the Ply-, Prier workshop, the stuients attendmouth
Massachusetts Summer lhf the Plymouth Theatre will have
Theatre.
an opportunity ti meet members of
Lowry left Murray June 15 and Freddie Bartholemeues professional
has le.,en cast in a part iii Sir company the Priscilla Beech Thea-

Lowry Attends
Summer Theatre
In Massachusetts
IT $ GOOD MIMS
, TO LitiPLOY
NIMES VETERAXS.
IhaMMIS-gasessa

tre group, who are reviving anti
out "Berkley Square" be
fore they open in New York thit
winter..
Lowry received her appointment
through the recommendation of
Professor Coliron and becomes the
third-MSC student to participate in
the student drama festival in Ply 'mouth. The others were Betty Phillips Hood in '43. and Barbara
NOwell, who attended last year.

trying
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have been beneficial to the farmer.
HeIS a lie-owl:zed authority on
tobacco and his tobacco sponsored
been extremely
legislation has
helpful ;es farmers in Kentucky
:.4 ), • eety •ne but laborehas become well organizpitch. you in:,
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ed politically at I stated in last
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Agriculture Department Offers Rook let On
How To Look A Horse in The Mouth Correctly
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possible

journey

Boston
reasons
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, rckm, the piper's son,
Learned. to drive when he was uoung,
Now he drives safelu everg dam,
Over the hills and far awaii:-

,

'

•

1. A high school training course hay made him a
Tom's A-Rf's mean Always Be C.a
or miss" way.
far safer driver than those wtio learn the
_ .
All "young drivers deserve that chance—iieittlkout it they cause eleven times' more
fatal accidents than drivers in their forties.
n. If there .is no 'driver' Many high schools now offer behind-the-wheel instrutio'
.
h
:
throUg
training course in ybur community, do the next best. Get instrion- material.
your school or police department.

,•
s.
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Start young drivers right—light from the start!

•
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ooked Hill NeWs

EN-SUMMER

. SIMMO
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atonner and Mr. and
Mr. Crat
nd girls went to
Mrs. Pete Sel
dental work.
Dover to have so
time eat?
done. They had a ni
harding ice cream and candy
burgers.

"Is it hot enough for you?"
is an idle question on a hot
day. Here are practical suggestions from the Construction Research Bureau, which
will make your home more
comfortable this summer.
First, to feel cool you must
look cool and look at cool
things. Rid your house of winter

draperies,

heavy

rugs,

bric-a-brac and dust-catching
pictures, and your rooms will
appear cooler. light-colored
slip-covers

all furniture

on

and even on radiators will
cdd to the cool effect.
Use cool colors such as

' IT'S ONLY a state of mind," people
soy about the heat; and they are
often right. Ride the fireplace behind a cool green screen of flowers
and plants in sweltering weather and
you banish a constant reminder of
heat.

•

YOUR home can be mode as much as
15 degrees cooler in the summer if
you insulate with full thick mineral
wool. This helps prevent the flow of
the concentrated heat of the summer
sun from entering your home.

ice-blue,

snow-

sea-green,

white. Place lots of green
growing

plants, sprays

greens and

of

cut flowers in

your rooms. These will remind
you of cool gardens, and the
moisture

given

off by the

plants actually helps to cool

III and
e" bcrk this

the °ie. Insulate the house

fitment
Ion of
les the
pate in
in Ply-,
y PhilLarbara
:ear.

cluding

SUPER SPEAKER —Father
Riccardo Lombardo, 39, a
Jesuit ppiest of Milan, currently is Italy's leading
orator as well as a powerful
political force. Born in
• Naples, Father Lombardo
has spoken to an estimated
, audience of 5,000,000 during
I the past two years, always
; bringing to the fore his
Vcrusade for Christ against
Communism."
•

with mineral wool.
Hide all heat-reminders, infireplace,

Uncle Sam Says

heaters,

blankets. Not only, will the
house be easier to care for
during the hot weather, but
the psychological effect will
also aid in making you feel

—Its.,

USE electric bulbs of smaller wattage
wherever possible during the summer
months; they give off less heat. Bulbs
with pale blue light appear cooler
than stark white bulbs.

cooler. Here are other cool

WRING out bed-sheets in cold water;
hang before open windows. Warm air
coming in will bei cooled by the moisture and lower temperature.

suggestions.

LEFT:
eN electric fan isn't of
much us; if it merely
worm

circulates

air.

Place a bowl filled with

•

Padgett To Play
Pro Basketball

fan. This will both cool

RIGHT:
DO THE family ironing
during the cool early
morning hours of sweltering days.

I eighth victory. triking out mine,
though he yielded 11 hits. The
Senators, who had Brissie on the
ropes with two runs in the eighth.
miaht have won in the ninth had
they gotten another chance. Eddie
labia Athletics were only 10 perJoost got a Philly homer
centage':points out of first place
The Tigers Cut Cleveland's first
In the American league race 4
place lead to less than half a
There were other reasons too. game by winning a 9 to 0 desuch as the fact that the Athletics cision at Cleveland as Dizzy Trout
ball for his eighth
have been the most consistent pitched six-hit
triumph and contributed a homer
very
the
since
team in the race
Vic Wertz also got a Detroit homer
But since with two men on base as the Tigstart of the season
nobody figured on the A's being up ers took the series two games to
there at this stage of the game the one.
The on-coming Red Sox won
experts were looking for an easy
way out And that toin trip from their third straight one-run deWashington to Boston is as good cision from the Yankees 2 to 1
as Joe Dobson outpitched Frank
a way as any.
Hiller -in a duel at Boston. Birdie
In a game they probably would
Tebbetts dropped a perfect squeeze
have won anyway the Athletics
bunt to score Bill Goodman from
topped the Senators. 5 to 3 at
with the marginal rasa in
Washington last night, called after third
the second Dobson'? vieeory, his
eight innings to permit Washington
10th, would have been a shutout
to catch a train for a- game at
had riot Yogi Berra doubled home
players
the
jump
-a
tonight
Boston
a tally in the eighth.
day
Isy
time
in
could have made
The Browns withstood the chalcoach, prairie schooner or pogo
lenge of the eighth place White
stick.
Sox, at least temporarily, by topRookie Lou •Brissie Non his
to 6 as Pat Seerey
pthg them
dropped a flyi ball to let in the tying run lind a walk and singles
by Al Zarilla and Whitey Platt
provided the winning tally.

Philadelphia Athletics Move Close
To First Place In American League
,
By CARL LUNDCUIST
'United Press sports Writer
NEW YORK July 7 (UP)—The
possible pitfalls of a day coach
journey between Washington end
Boston were at least one of the
reasons today why the Philadel-

LOOK!

LOOK!

Will Pay Fri. and Sat. Only
Heavy Hens
Leghorn Hens
Cox
Fryers
Eggs

•

27c
16c
13c
38c
33c

Highest market price for
Beef Hides
Prices Subject to ('hange
Without Notice

Boggess Produce Co.
• 4

Phone 441
South 13th Si.
Residence Phone 1034
_

ot

ChooseACar
Today

1
,

IV

FOR YOUR VACATION TIME

•

S
.

•

_

— -

1941 CHEVROLET Club Coupe, radio and heater,
Ky. license.
1940 FORD Coupe.

Nice and clean throughout.

1939 CHEVROLET. Radio and heater. Priced to
sell.
1939 FORD 4-door. Nice and clean throughout.
Good motor and tires.
1935 CHEVROLET 4-door.
overhauled.
1939 DODGE Pickup.
springs.

Motor;" has just

Cattle

been

Overload

rack.

MANY OTHER CLEAN USED CARS
TO CHOOSE FROM

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars
Phone 150

201 Maple

This month Americans celebrate Independence. Down through the decades they have cherished and fought
to maintain Independence and Security, for both the nation and for themselves. For Security, U. S. Savings
Bonds offer the safest means of building your future. Every dollar invested
in Savings Bonds today is part of your
"take home 'savings" — money that
GROWS. There's no safer or easier
way to save than through the Payroll
Savings Plan. Use that salary US.
crease, made possible through tax reductions. to step up your purchase of
Savings Bonds. Or, for the self-employed. the Bond-a-Month Plan where
your bank provides the automatic,
profitable way to assure continued
Independence. U S. Treassory Dttorro....1

Murray Summer
Players To Give
Plays July 8

in 76 games. With 193 field goals
and 151 free throws. Padgett ranked tenth in all-time scoring at Murray.
Although Padgett didn't play the
season before last, he joined last
season shortly before Christmas
and played as regular center for the
remainder of the season.
his best
"Long John" played
game of the year against the Western Hilltoppers at Bowling Green.
By sinking eight field goals and
four charity tosses, he scored 20
points in Murray's vain effort to
down the mighty KI.A.C. champions.

Not .everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

A newly concocted clear liquid
can be applied over lipstick to hold
The Murray Summer Players, a it in place and banish tell-talc
group composed of students en- smears,
rolled in play production and play
direction classes, will present a
program of one act plays July 8
at 8:15 p.m. in the college auditorium, according to Prof. J. W.
Cohron, director of dramatics-

by
rookie
pitching
Four hit
Vernon Bickferd. in which he
made only one mistake serving up
a three-run homer to Johnny Mize
In the third, enabled the Braves
to top .the Giants, 4 to 3 and in'crease their National league lead
to three games. A . twaar.un homer
by Frank McCormick put Boston
d to stay in the fifth.
The Cubs won a horrendous 12
to 10 decision from the Cardinals
at St Loins in a game &lied after
eight innings by agreement. Bill
Nicholson hit a homer in Chicago's
final two-run rally. The Cuba took
a 5 to 0 lead in the first Inning
and at one time had a 10 to 3
lead o•hith they blew. Stan Musial
hit a homer and two singles to
boost his major league leading
average to .416 in a losing cause.
I The Reds put over three runs
in the ninth imiing o nthe Pirates
for' the second straight time to
win a 6 to 4 decision at Pittsburg,
doubles by Bobby Adams and Ted
Kluszewaki being the key blows.
Frankie Gustine hit a homer for
Pittsburg In a losing cause.
The Dodgers won their fifth
straight game, IS to 0 from the Phila
at Philadelphia as Hank Behrman,
the
relunetantly from
recalled
Montreal farm club pitched an
eight-hitter and Gene Hermanski
got hienself involved in a fist fIghl
with catcher Andy SeminIck
the Phila. Hermanski's cloublie was
the key blow in a three-run Dodga. er first inning and the rhubarb

The four plays, to be directed by
students, will include "Where the
Cross ia Made," a tragedy by Eugene O'Neill. This is one of O'Neill's
earlier sea plays. The production
will be directed by Sam Elliott.

••-•••

NOTICE
To the Citizens of Murray and
Calloway' County -

1
;

open
be
The Tax Commissioner's office will
from Jut, 1st until September lit for the purpose
of taking the 1948 assessment on all property including Real Estate, Automobiles, Trucks, Tractors, and all other personal property — for State,

I

•
WHISPERING FAILLE—
For summer luncheon in
town, mezzo-soprano Mona
Paulee chooses a black faille
suit, with fitted jacket, roll
collar, and slender skirt
Big bone buttons and a
cabbage rose corsage trim
the suit. A turban of Roman
striped jersey, stiffened
with buckram, completes
the costume

County and School Taxes.
The law says (K.R.S.-132-220) that you MUST
LIST YOUR PROPERTY BETWEEN JULY 1st
AND SEPTEMBER 1st.
Please list at your earliest convenience.

CLAUDE ANDERSON
Tax Commissioner Cal4oway County

_

WE DO

•

_

Job Printing Of Any Kind

"The Wonder Hat" by Ben Hecht
will be directed by Lucille Mitchell.
Jaunita Canter will supervise the
production, "The Flattering Word"
"Twentieth Century Lullaby." an
allegorical satire written by Cedric Mount, will be directed by James
Garner
Rehearsals for the onee-acts are
being held each night in the college
Lois Sutton is in
auditorium.
charge of costuming for a!! the
plays and Sam Elliott is acting as
stage -manager.
The plays are being presented on
an experimental basis using the
theme of the play as the acting and
decorative motif. Types and mood
will receive special emphasis in
each production.
-The program will inchide plays
of a wide variety," says Professor
Cohron. "and will also include various style. of play production."
The purppse of these plays ie.; to
provide entertainment for student
audiences and at the same time'cive
experience to students in play production- A further aim, says Professor Cohron, is to select good
plays that can be presented by high
school students.
A small admission fee will be
charged to defray royalty expenses.

l

Liquid Plant Food is
Best for Summer Use

When plant food is applied to the
garden during the growing season,
to stimulate growth and increase the
. Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wyatt
itld Of flowers or fruits, there is
Mr. and Mra Pete Self and famrmali in favor of applying it as a
ily one evening last week.
liquid rather than dry.
St
- Mr. Joe Dick iaioNutt, i.dr. Math
For many years experiment stations have tested this method and.
Wrye and Mr. Leland Hicks visited
adv,mtages.
1,arid it t Lase
Mr. Pete Self and family one day
it is easier to spread a given amount
last week_
'treated. Less
uniformly over the areal
Mrs. Bytha Self was proud to
plant food is required for the same
meet some good friends while she
lasults. In dry weather, especially,1
was in, Dover.
immediate response by the plant is.
vored, and there is no injury to thei
Mr. and Mrs. ScLson Kimbro and
if applied close to the roots.
pl.
two sons had a abort visit With Mr.
preparations may be
s
and Mrs. Pete Self and girls. Carrie
dissolving In water, erdand Clara Self.
food ran be used.
inary dry pa
Sunday a week ago Mrs. Ada
Dr. V. A. Tied! , who has done
and
Self
Mrs.
Bytha
McNutt visited
'Teich work on this Sobject gives the
Ti illions of Americans are rededigirls Carrie,and Clara.
cating themselves to the support of following directions fir the amateur
PLACE ON
One evening last week Mr. and our Government by word and action. who wishes to, use dry plant,food in
PLATFORM
solution.
Mrs. Pete Self and family visited Nearly 10 million of them are doing
HIGH ENOUGH
For side dressing growing crops, Mitt
TO PERMIT
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Self and fam- their share through the purchase of
Bonds on the easy, auto- a cupful of plant food to
SPRINKLING CAN TO
quart of
ily. Mr. aad Mrs. Pete Self and I'. S. Savings
matic payroll savings Oar. They realFILLEDEASILY
water or a pound (pint)--to a gallon.
girls. Carrie and Clara, stayed all se that a dollar say( d is a dollar fightrow crops pair on a quad of
or
day Sunday With Mr. Ind Mrs. ing against inflation. And some day. For
BARREL mu
RAM
c
i
Dits
tl•e mixture to cads three feet of row_
FERTiLIZEo_.
Edson Kimbro last Sunday and Mr. these dollars saved, will be returned
quart
a
poor
hills
its
plants
For
and Mrs. Cecil. Kimbro visited Mr. to them with interest, It for every $3 around large plants, such as tomatoes.
These bonds are truly securand pour
re,,
and Mrs. Edion Kimbro Sunday. invested.
Or a pint around poppers, egg plant,• foe I in 12 quarts of mat
ity bonds as they help to stop spiralroots as
hal' a pailful''around
They all had a good time.
ing prices. You too can become an in- and others of that size.
soil,
you fill in the
vestor through'thesteady accumulaFor each hill of corn use a pint
he-never a plant seems lagging
tion of Savings Bonds. If self-emthe solution. Most annual flowerin growth, li9uid plant food may heirs.,
ployed, an automatic bond buyinj
ing plants require only one feeding.
it. Even vigorously growing
plan is available to you 'Inoue!' thi
A tomato plant may require three revive
• ts will benefit by extra Feeding.
Bond -a-Month plan at your bank.
should
feedings.
be
Perennial
plants
If you want fine flowers for exhibiS. 411..1111/..)1 Do./..tascos
side dressed in September.
tion, or extra size vegetables, an apFor shrubbery, use two cups of plication of this type of fertilizer will
John Padgett, Murray graduate.
plant food in lf?. quarts of water and get immediate results. It is the morevealed today that he had signed
wit the ground amend -each shrub dens version of liquid manure, which
a professional basketball contract
with from two to four quarts. Then the older garden books all recomip
Steamrollers
Providence
the
with
!use the hose to soak the ground mend. But chemical plant foods are
of
Association
the
Basketball
thoroughly.
much quicker in effect than the orAmerica.
As a starter solution in transplant- ganics which the old tine gardener
Padgett, 6 foot, 6 -Inch 200
ing shrubs, use a cupful of plant used.
pounder from Hardin, was not
listed in the -collegiate draft be• MUENCHES TAKE OVER
Charles Lawrence Muench, presicause he still had another season of
dent of Hood Rubber Co., has just
eligibility.
BOSTON (UP) — The un-New
..After talking with Ken Loefer,
become president of the Chamber
promEnglandish name of aluench
teamroller coach, Padgett agreed
of Commerce. Te twp men are not
this
in
-a-power
become
to
ises
to the terms of the pro contract.
realm of the Lowells. Cabots and related.
He will report on October 15.'
Lodges. Charles Muench will take
Padgett came to Murray after
over the baton of Serge Koussevitmaking the all-state Warn at HarREAD THE CLASSIFIEDSt
sky as pecroanent conductor of .the
din in 1941. While here he played

ice cubes in front of the
and humidify Ilise room.

Uncle Sam Says

Satisfactory Work Done The Way
You Want It

Come In For
TICKETS

CARDS

STATIONERY

LETTER HEADS

PROGRAMS

- ENVELOPES

IN FACT
ANYTHING IN THE WAY OF PRINTED MATTER

started vahen he collided with Her
manski at the plate. Both were ban
Rookie
game
mthe
ished fro
Oeorge (Shotgun) Shuba who has
been hitting sensationally since being brought .up from Mobile, hit
a two-run Dodger homer in the
ninth.
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Dizzy
Trout of the Tigers who pitched
a 9 to 0 six-hit victory over the
Indians and enntributed a home
run to the offence.
/11
'
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NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

Activities

WEDNI

telephone service ispd
Increased rates for local exchange
State of Kentucky
the
In
service
intra-state message toll
Commission June
Service
Public
Kentucky
with the
filed
22, 1ms

Locals A--

Weddings

TO BECOME EFFECTIVE JULY 16, 1948.
Statutes are as
under the provnionsa of the Kentucky
'
11 follows:

374-M

A

Murray:

July Bride

Miss Leta Brandon Is Married To Gene,
Dale Ray At Single Ring Ceremony
Miss Leta Brandon, daughter of
The maid of honor, Miss Jane
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brandon. Hazel. Underwood, wore a Carlye original
became . the bride of Gene Dale of powder blue silk chambray
Ray. son of Mr. and Mrs Clayton trimmed with Irish lace and brown
Ray. Mayfield. at the home of the -and white accessories. Her pictifrs
bridegroom's sts• ter. airs. ,Buford hat was of white straw with brown
Hurt. in Hazel. Saturday morning, veiling, and her corsage was of
July 3, at 10 o'clock. Rev. Cecil yellow carnations.
L. Page- feed the single ring cereDon Grogan served as best man.
mony in .the presence of members
Mrs. Brandon chose for her
of the immediate families.
daughter's wedding a black and
Thes fireplace was banked -with white printed crepe with black acicy. ferns and rose gladioli and cessories. Mrs. Ray wore a Prima
lighted by white tapers in candela- Donna model of dusty rose brobra.
caded sheer with white accessories.
Preceding the ceremony, Mrs. Both had corsages of aardenlas.
Billie Joe Strader. pianist. played Mrs Hurt was attired jn a black
"I love Voir Truly- i Bondi and and white crepe dress with which
"Always- • Berlin) while the usher she wore black and white accessBilly
J
Strader. lighted
the ories. Her corsage was of pink
candles The bride entered to the carnations.
- '
strains of the traditional wedding
Both the bride ad bridegroom
march ,Lohengrini
Mrs. Strader graduated from Hazel High school.
played "Liebestraum .Liszti dur- attended Murray
State College,
ing the pledging of the vows.
and are now employees of the MurThe bride chose for her wedding ray Manufacturing Company.
a dress of magnolia white, the
Immediately following the cerebodice of which was trimmed with mony, the couple left for an =angold. She wore a picture ..aaa_ut. nounced wedding trip, the bride
natural StraW and carried a cas- wearing a brown and white suit of
cade of white carnations showered Stone:utter fabric and a shoulder
with gold ribbon. Her only orne, corsage of white carnations.
merit was a single strand of pearls,
They will be at home in the Ben
gift of the bridegroom.
ry Apartments in Murray.

.a.

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA
By FRANK C ROBERTSON 3:
got by rmbood

ibmdlemb. /En

• When Je-sle Pennington. secomoanied by Pauline Cazette
arrives in Idaho Territory to
marry Jim Blozham. gold prospector in Buena Vista. she learns
that he has b--en murdered And
that the Vigilantes are preparing
to hang Pauline's brother Bruno
.11In's partner. Sure that Bruno is
innocent, she enlists the aid ot
Ben Warren. roung owner of a
roadhouse. He and his friend
John Paul Hudson. hotelkeeper
knott that the county officers as
well as the Vigilante captain.
Butcher Gilkie. are controlled by
a lawless gang headed by Charles
Douglas, and they believe that
Bruno is being victimized They
think Jim's brother Bill killed
hint for his money and is being
protected by Douglas for a price.
Ben gets Bruno transferred from
Buena Vista to the Fort Boise
Jail Meanwhile. his assistant.
HoPPY Means, has brought him
word that a man named Herman
Zapp has been robbed of some
diamonds at his roadhouse and
is accusing him. Douglas obtains
the Jewels from the real thief
and plants them in Ben's room at
John Paul's hotel. but Ben discovers them and gets rid olthem
before Sheriff Prenn. a Douglas
underling, comes to search the
room. Ben has tried to get them
beck to Zapp but. Instead, they
fall once more into Douglas'
hands.

what -hey-re figurth on. They'll
claim of course that Hoppy was
oily carrying them for you."
Anyway this has gone far
anough " Ben said 'I'm not going
'0 let Hoppe take the chance of being lynched I can prove he didn't
nave the jewels'
"I doubt it We might go over
:here anti take Hoppe out of tail,
Out witere would that put you-and
dim? On the wrong end o: a man
nunt. that's where. Got to use our
needs, Ben."
'But,we've gut to do something,'
Ben yasisteat ."Before I'd let any
narm ;ome to Hoppy I'd shoot It
out with the whole blasted crowd.
If the jewels were planted on him
what chance has tie got? They can
talk Gilkle Into calling out his Vtgllantes In ten minutes. They'll try to
make Hoppy blame it on me, and he
won't. Hanging him will be the next
step. I tell you, I've got to go and
help hlin."

LO('AL SERVICE, itIONTHLY RATE
Applicable Tariffs
For ('lasses of Service Offered Under
RESIDENCE
BUSINESS
Line
Individual
33-00
$6.00
Line
Individual
2.50
2-Party Line
525
2-Party Line
2.25
4-Party Line
4.50
4-Party Line
200
Line
Rural
3.25
Rural Line
SEMI-PUBLIC TELEPHONE SERVICE
revenue:
Daily guarantee required from local message
Rate of: Daily Guarantee a
At exchanges with monthly Bus. Ind. Flat
35c
$13.50
221
/
2c
9.00
17iac
7.25, 6.75. 8.25, 6.00
15c
5.50, 5.00, 4.50
1214c
Less than $4.50
for local messages se,
collected
amount
of
cent
per
commission,
20
Rate of
in excess of the guarantee.
PUBLIC TELEPHONE SERVICE
message receipts.
Rate of cornmiasion 15 per cent on all telephone
EXTRA EXCHANGE LINE MILEAGE
connection with main •
'The following monthly mileage charges apply in
area, but within
stations oraPBX systems located outside the base rate
for the class of
base
rate
the
to
addition
in
are
and
area,
exchange
the
service furnished. Airline measurement.
Individual line, or PBX trunk line per 1-4 mile or fraction thereof $ .40
Z
Two party line, each main station, per 1-4 mile or fraction thereof
.15/
Four party line, each main station, per 14.mile or fraction thereof

Rural Line Service:
$ 2.1
From two miles to four miles, each main station per month
best John Paul could get
50
• from Ben was a promise to do
From four miles to .seven miles. each main station per month
nothing nista until he had taken
75
mo.
sta.
per
main
area,aeach
rate
base
the
miles
of
Beyond -seven
time to cool taff.
DISCOUNTS
•
Ben had taken off his gun when
ne went to supper He got it now, All charges for telephone service are net charges and not subject ti
and the way he slapped the belt
discounts.
around his middle reflected the
_. CONCESSIONS
recklessness and fury burning
Film. But true to his promise, he
per cent.from the regular rate is allowed churches and
A concession of
headed toward the outskirts of the charitable institutions under provisions of applicable tariffs.
Mrs Emmett D. Burkeen
town rather than toward the tail.
At the First Baptist Church on of the bride was maid of honor
CONNECTION CHARGES - MOVES and CHANGES
Twenty minutes of walking
Charles Hai, servad Mr. Bur - Saturday. June 12. at 10 o'clock, Mr. Luther Nance served the bride.
On Eeiturdaa .,evening. Jaly. 3 a:Exchange Grouping
served to compose his mind some•
best
man
sot o'clock in the Fiitt Methodist keen as
CHAPTER XVI
Miss Jessie Frances Williams be- groom as best man•
what. He changed his course
Station Basis
Company
Church, Mayfield. Miss Martha
Mrs Scoggins. the bride's mother, came the bride of Mr. Hubert MattThe bride is the daughter ot-Mrs REN was delighted to have abruptly and headed for the center
Over
50010Jane Scasegins. daugh:er of Me. and
of
the
town.
af attired in a navy' sheer dress ingly of Sacramento. Ky.
Marta E. Williams of this 'city, -She
HUdSOnS
with
the
supper
10000
10000
5000
Keeping In the shadows as much Service Connection Char',
- Mrs- R. T. Scaggins. became the with
accessories and
matching
The- Rev J. H. Thurman per- is a graduate of Murray State Ind Josie in a private room.
as he could, he made his way tobride of Emmett D Burkaen, sen %OTC a corsage of white gladioli. formed the single ring ceremony College and has been librarian in
girl had stood the ordeal ward the Palace. If any action (a) Instrumentalities Not in Place
Bu,rkeen if Mrs. Burkeen. mother of the in the presence of a few relatives Murray High School for the past The
- of Mr and Mrs. R
$350
5500
Bus. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each $3.00
Her chief against Hoppy was being contemwell.
funeral
af
the
•
Murray
four years.
.
lindegrooM. was dressed in a pink and friends.
200
2.25
Bus. Ext. Station. er PBX Stations. each 1.75
concern was still Bruno and plated, this would be.the focal point
. The Rev. Roy 'D Waite= ef crepe dress with black and white
for its Inception. It was generally
Miss Lillian Walters rendered a
The bridegroom is the son of Mr
300
3.50
Res. Main Station or PBX Trunk, each 2 50
hciated at the-double ring cereand wore a corsage of sheet musical program. Preceding E. C. Mattingly of Sacramento. He Pauline Cazette.
noisy around the place. outside as
2.00
1 75
wish Pauline were here," she well as inside, but it ieemed to Ben
1.50
Res. Ext. Station or PBX Station, each
mony in the preseqce of the • im- pink gladioli.
the ceremony she played -Kasha received his A B. and M.A. degree' worried. "She's such a helpless litmediate faintly and close friends of
b) Instrumentalities in Plate •,
After the ceremony, a reception mere Song-. The processional was from Western State College and is tle thing, and with Bruno in Jail that the crowd was larger and noisier than usual.
the bride and bridegr,a-im.
For entire service or any instrument
was held in the home of the bride's TLohengrises padding March," and an instructor in Technical High she'll be frightened to death down
It was not dillIcult to get close In
. The nuptial; were said before -us parents
there in Fort Boise."
utilized-for reconnection of PBX
during the piedining or - the vows School. Owensboro, Ky.
detection, by keeping his
without
and
ferna.
'palms
with
altar banked
"I'd like you both to go over to hat brim well down over his face,
1.75
After a wedding trip, the couple
stationo,:h_ station
*00
Inor.echately following the recep- Mies Watters softly played -Drink
bask,
af
White.atlas
h"My
mother
fLanicest by
place." Ben said.
alaW miner
will make their
-h
-iiine in Owens--4-my
Grouping
LiOrk Mr and Mrs Burkeen k-ft for To Me Only With Thine Eros."
imams,
have
love
to
you."
would
ole
said
with
an
oath,
"an'
I
say
a
thief
Miss Katie Mae Williams, sister boro.
air -unannounced wedding trip. For
Cempusy Station Basis
"If it's phssible, soon we may ac- ain't no better than a murderer. We
-• was illuminated by burning whitc
traveling Mrs_ Burkeen wore a
cept that invitation." Josie said.
Over
5001let thieves begin to git away with
tapers , in branched candelabra. a
flIt seemed that they could not things like that clubfoot was tryin'
blue two-piece dress with white
- Preceding the ceremony. Mr
10000
10000
ONO
Moves
and
Changes
waitpeace.
The
even eat• meal in
accewsortes, and her corsage' was
to pull an' nobody's dust'll be safe."
Jesse Lloyd: Beadles played "Be
ress was just bringing in the dried
For moving a telephone set from one location
rases.
"But
I
understand
he
was
only
of
red
cause" !d'Hardelot,. The traditianT 0. Baucum Sr. spent the hell
apple pie when Cliff Pletcher. John packin' them diamonds fer the fel- to another on same premises, each main
The couple All make their home days in Ilempitis with his fainallaa
al weddinc nnirches were used and
Paul's stable man, summoned his ler he works fen" another said.
Thursday,
July
It
3.00'
1.75
station, extension station or PBX station
employer.
'#'
14•5°
Nis
-daring the Pledging of the vows. at 834 South Third atreet. Mayfield.
••
"That's Ben Warren. He's a
group
of
the
The
Young
Matrons
Mt-of-town guests for the wed100
A minute later, John Paul asked badun, too. Yuh know, they tell me For changes in type or style of set
1 50
1.75
Love Yea Truly" Bondi was
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Jewel of First Christian Church will meet Ben to join him.
ding- were: Mr. and Mrs. Howard
hea even accusin' Bill Bloxliam o'
TOLL TERMINALS, MONTHLY RATE
' softly played
Louisville were Friday night guests at 7.30 with Mrs. Noranan Hale,
"Sheriff Prenn has been tip to a killin' his brother. so Jim's gall]
Ill
,
Mr..
and
Mrs_
Belcher,
Cairo.
Gin Ira marriage by her father.
of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Doherty.
skulduggery." he re- git the money, an' Warren kin lilt At exchanges where this service is offered:
more
North
Tenth
street.
little
Leonafd Burkeen. Lexington. Ky..
••
the Vride ware a street length
Schedule 3
Schedule 1
Schedule 2
The Wesleyan Service Guild will ported.
the gal."
.
and Mrs. Leon Burkeen. LexBen followed him into his office,
dress of , wihrte crew:. fashioned Mr.
.31r. and Mrs. J. B Ross and Gin- meet at 6:30 in the City Park tor a
93.00
$5.00
$4.00
Mrs
Charles
ington.
Ky
me.
and
nondeand
a
Fletcher
Cliff
where
with a fitted bodice and a low
TT WAS hard for Ben to listen.to
picnic supper. Mrs Bernard Bell
AUXILIARY LINES, MONTHLY RATE
Scoggins, Clarksville. Tenn., and ny of St Louis Mo . who have been
script Indian known only as "Johnscalleped peckline. She, aarried
remarks,
such
slanderous
but
it
will
be
in
charge.
ny-come-and-eat-some' were wait- was what he had come to hear.
Mr and Mrs Wm R.' Scoggins. visiting his parents. Mr and Mrs
At exchanges where this service is offered:
•
White Bible showeraa math red
0 A. Ross and his brother's tamine. The Indian was a Flute who
Hopkinsville, Ky
Schedule 4
Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
"That Dutchman who lost the
satin nista aa end red irt.cbuda. .
Professianal
and
The
BUSI
new
and
mid
tobs,
living
doing
made his
.4ly. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Roes and
• • •
Jewels has been accusin' Warren of
ro,.;;of
wa
$6.00
' Her Only. )1.4c11;
$5-00
PIO
$4•50
- Sandra, left Monday_ The young- group of the Woman's Council of eking out with what he could beg. stealin' em all the time. Plodin"em
pearls.
SERVICE STATIONS
er Ross family returned to St. the First Christ Church will meatt John Paul had been feeding him for on Hoppy Means only proves it.'
Miss LindSue Ifeaniont, the
at 7.30 with Mrs John Long. West a long time, and had provided him another man put in.
Class A: Each line. minimum monthly rate
Bus. Ind Flat Rate
Louis with them for e visit
with a place to sleep in his livery
bride's only attendant: 'wore a sky
Main street.
"What the Vigilantes oughta do
, • •
Each station minimum monthly rate
1-6 Bus. Ind Flat Rate.'
stable.
blue dress with rriatctioSg het and
clubfoot
an'
Waris
hang
both
the
"What's up?" Ben Inquired.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ghoison Of
Class C: Each line
Twice Bus. Ind. Flat Rate
Friday, July 11
ren."
Her cersage
white aceeascries
"Did you expect Hoppy Means
Fulton spent the holidays with
just
what
the
Vigilantes
"That's
EXTENSION
STATIONS,
MONTHLY
Homemakers
RATE
South
Murray
The
was of pinkailadion
An tafurmal tea was given by
Paul asked.
their daughter. Mrs Troy Glide- Club will hold theta, annual picnic back tonight?" John
mill do." said the man who had Business, flat or message rate, each
$1.511
"Hoppy? Why, no: not exactly.
Ruth Ashmore and Mrs'. Mary
well and Mr. Glidewell.
at the ratty Park at 7 o'clock Anyway.-I didn't expect him to spoken first.
--TM-Residence, flat rate
W. Brown in honor of Mrs. Mary
each
is?"
where
Gilkie
know
"Anybody
Member,: may invite guests
come back alone. I told him If there somebody asked.
raardner bf Bowling Green and farAbove rates apply in connection with !lain Line Service.
were any vegetables to pack over, to
Mr and Mrs Harold Nunes. Fort
..er hottoe director of Wells Hall.
"He's In Charles Douglas' oMce WIRING PLANS and MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT and SERVICE
bring Phil Cafferty with him."
r; Wednesday. June 30. a, wells Laudeideile. Fla . and Mrs. A. 'G.
now. I hear there's a meetin'
"It seems he came alone." John right
Increases in monthly rate anchor installation charge ranging from
McCall. Franklin. Teen.. are visiting
Vigilantes called for mid' ilsi.
Paul said. "and he landed up in the of the
$ .05 to $5.00 apply in connection with these services and equipments
night
lit the cemetery"
. their mother. Mrs Sallie Hum.
jail,"
Vista
Buena
The guest list included Mesdames
pttreys. 30r South Fourth street.
Ben made a circle out around the depending upon the type and size of the item.
Betty Latimer returned harre
"What"
, G C. Ashcraft. A. B. Austin, Jack
QUALITY FOODS
back of the *Wel and approached
• •
relawith
after
a
visit
Saturday
PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE SERVICE
Beale. J. W. Carr, Carlisle Cutchin.
"IOHNNY-COME-AND-EAT- It again through a cluttered-up
Mr and Mrs. Woodrow Bitting- tives in Detroit.
Trunk Lines:
and
•
Ed Diuguid. Jr.. Connie Ford, Cleo
the
anew
that
rear.
He
in
the
yard
Al
and
Prenn
saw
al SOME
Fay Foster, daughter of Mr. and
Gaits Hester. J. I. Hroick. Louise ton and children Bobby Joe and
Flat rate, each per Month:.
Ridgley arrest him as he came into private office of Charles Douglas
Refrigerated FRUITS
Jelliersen R. A. Johnston. C S. Low- Patty Nell. of Akron. O. are visit- Mrs. Norton Foster, is visiting in town. He followed them to the jail opened into tins yard. and he could
Bothway
1% Ind, Line Flat Rats
the
between
sliver
of
light
ing
a
her
see
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Detroit.
and VEGETABLES
y. Presioh,Ordway, R. M. Pollard..
to tit, to find out what it was all
Inward
Ind, Line Flat Rate
sill
the
door
and
Jessie Powell: I5esie R. Putnaria B Amos Workman.
Polly McColic. who want about about. and he heard somebody say
He crouched behind a pile 01
Message rate. bothway only, In connection with hotel and apartment
jewels
Ol'EN UNTIL 7:00 1'. M.
F. Scherffius, Va...aillecid, R. H.
•
two weeks in the Murray Hospital, they'd found that German's
empty whiskey barrels and waited
house service !Existing message allowance provisions and excess mesMr. and Mrs. Oran Outland and returned home Sunday and is' doing on him."
Teague. Rainey T. Wells, M 0
"On Floppy! Why. that's absurd! Milne. he was sure, would leave by sage charges remain unchanged,:
ac'a/rather: Leune L'iterbsiels, George Brenda', Mr. arid farirs Woodard nicely.
than
rather
door
••
back
that
I-well we know where those jewIlawerton. Julie Pogue SPallins. Outland. - Mr. and Mrs Brent OutAt Louisville, Frankfort. Owensboro and Paducah:
T I. Latimer purchased a new els were this morning and Bonny knowledge openly that he took his
orders from Charles Douglas
aora Lucas, Christine Y. Conger. land. June and Judy spent Sunday car Saturday.
TRUCK BODY
First Trunk each i'ler month
.was in Horseshoe Bend"
Ind. Line Msg. Rate
fee
He had been there only a
1.enta .1.ayden. and Mary Gardner. in Rumpus Mills. Tenn., visiting
"But we don't know what became
Sunday guests in the home of
Additional, each per month
BUILDERS
% Ind. Line Msg. Rate
:minutes when two men emerged
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Palmer
Outland.
sure
thing
Zapp
didn't
It's
a
'em.
of
were
Mr.
Mr., and Mrs. Odie Morris
aMisses Lula C.c.:on Beale, Mar• •
At all other exchanges:
did. It would be. from another door that led to the
Electric,'Acetylene
and Ws. J. C Paschall and daugh- get 'em. If Prenn
..aret Campbell. ,Belitreie Frye,
for him to arrest Hoppy and -Main gambling room There was
easy
First trunk each per month
$5.50
Dr
and
Mrs.
J
.W
Jackson
and
ter. Inez "Bars, Mr. and Mrs. claim he'd found the cursed things something furtive in their moveBerne Frye. Ernma Helm. Flay
WELDING
son of Aberdeen. Miss . Mr and Chides Merris, Mr. and
Additional. each per month
2.75
Mrs. on him."
ments as they edged along within
ilabnir.s.
Ruth
Seionn.
Frances
Sex
Master-Mis Feeds
• Martin Trausdale. Lydia Weih. Mrs G. E. Lewis and children 'of Doyce Morris
"I've taken enough from Prenn." the shadow' of the wall close to Steitchboards and Associated Equipment:
crouched.
Griaditig and Mixing
Cleveland. Miss :
Ben
Mr and Mrs
where
Mr. and Mrs D B. Byars. Mr Ben gritted "I'm going over there
Increases in monthly rate ranging from 2-.25 to $11.00 apply in conWeihing, Nellie Maia•Wy
Frank-Hazlewood
Gibson. Tenn.: and Mrs. Arlis Byars 'Visited Mr. and takehim apart-limb by limb
Mary jdargaret Riche'rsan.
nection with this equipment depending upon type and size of
(To be continued)
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and Mrs Johnnie Byars at Palmeriand Katherine Peeples.
switchboard and associated equipments.
He waa halfway through the door (The characters tn this serial are
of Milan Tenn : 31r and Mrs,. Fred vine, Tenn. Sunday Johnnie Byars
fictitious fr
aefore John Paul rettld trrhb Mtn
INTRASTATE MESSAGE TOLL SERVICE •
Crider_ of liumbaldt, Tenn.
: and Ic D B. Mars' uncle
Ta-at
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-limy. son Thal may be mutate- .crorright.lesi. Os innate Roberts011
Mr. Charles Yancey of Memphis
Initial period station-to-station day message toll rates will be increased
Ralph
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Mr.
and
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popeilation has jumped from .
4,060
visited Mr. and Mrs. Torn Crider moved into their new home Thurs
five cents 40.051 on most ClkS over 72 miles and on some calls less than
Ilea ter 10.000 today.
,and Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie dur- day.
Miss., last Tuesday. Vernon's baby 18 miles. Initial period station-to-station
night and Sunday rates will be
ing the holidays.
was getting over colitis and not
Cratic Passhall purchased a new
Increased 'five cents 10.05t, ten cents ($0.10), or fifteen cents ($0.15) on
•
•
_
The Vacatian Bibie school v'Tas able to make the trip. Mars. Trerefrigerator last week.
calls over 72 miles, the majority of the Increases being -ten cents ($0.10),
Mr.'and Mrs. B. L. Wade'have as
Our sympathy goes to the h,e- well attended. Both ;turas end- Vahan and baby remained with
.
Dotal Route Kentucky to Michigan
and increases of five cents e$0.05i will be made on some calls of less
guests. their _daughters. Mrs. Rob- aeaved ones since the death of Jack workerS did good work. The' Com- her parents in Meridian. Miss.
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Miss
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of
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ert
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phis, and Mrs. Vaughn with her
. - _ Daily S!, a . • - : -." Murray 11:00 ans.. Ar. -Detroit a:45 ii.nb
Mr And Mrs, Lloyd Barrow visit- night was fine Rev. Gaylon Har- with her aunt. Mrs. Norval Short. Initial period rates for most person-to-person toll calls over ten miles
•
efoldren of Pontiac-h, Mrcir.
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. groye Of Milibarn preached' a_ flrie and family for -n'-two weeks visit. will be increased by either five cents 4$0.05i, ten cents (110.10), or fif-Fare $14.01, "about tax - Maki Seat liteierations Early
Me A. L. Wells of Murray spent
eerdam fallowing the exercise to a
George Barrow Sunday
'For Information Call
.
teen cents 40.151.
the weekend holidays with her
Rev. T. T Crabtree is doing large audience..
Merritt It:. arrminaf.
Padocab Jigs Terminal
The amount of the increase in rates for'overtime periods will not be
Norval
Short
'and
family.
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Miss'
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Mr.
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-Mane r,04
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Gilbert of Hen- more than five cents 450.05a
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tist church as a helper in the re- and Mrs, Clyde Hurt of' Detroit
_
vival which is in progress at pres- spending a few weeke d with- her dersan. Ky , came over last Friday. Initial perl-od rates will be for four minutes of overtime for station-tograndparents. Mr. and )4rs. tom for a visit with his, , lather. Mr. station Calls vf ten miles or less, and for three minutes .for ,all. other
ent.
Genie Gilbert and his wife's broth- calls. Overtime period rates
Willie' Turpira of Detroit is visit- Hurt.
will be for two minutes of overtime for
July 7, Wednesday _Band concert
Little Miss Willie Mae Jaclison of ers and sisters. They returned to station-to-statiora calls of fourteen
directed by Professor Farrel, in ing his daughter. MreiJessie' Er4t1miles or less, and for uric, minute for
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Tuesday.
Paducah 'spent last week with' her
front of fine arts; Campus party ,mer and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Phillim had as all othor calls.
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and
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famaunt
Richardsen
Master
Johnnie,
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First term
wants to say hello to little Miss ily. Mr. and Mrs. Rpdy Jackson o their guests last • week their son
closes
Paducah---were. guests of ISta. and Brent Phillips. wife and three ehilThe Kentucky Public Service Commission will hold a
:Flood of near Puryear.
Janice
July 13. Thursdai-aRegistration for
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Mr
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Paducah
Mr
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Detroit are visiting relatives in other two children.
Jelly Ie.. Friday__Classes begin
J. T. Phillips's,/ Murray and Mr. on July 27, 1948, on this matter.
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Tennesee
August- 21, Seturdaiy-LSecond Ierm
Mt and Mrs. L. C. Lynn and and Mrs. Hotistien et Penny.
-Blue Bird
ends
Wald returned
Mt-s. Harvey
liSlay of Mayfield spent the week. C.
end holidays witit his parents Mr. hpme from Springfield. Ill, She
was',
? VP1' there ten 'days.
The .largest bird known_an man. and Mrs; Jim Lynn.
„ Hybridapapcorn is lstint grown
Incorporated
a this "year in: Butler ennitty by 18 WWI the Signer:ie. elf elephant hied
Vernon 'T'revathari Sr. and Verif Madagascar.
J. M. McAlister, Kentucky Manager
non Trevathrinair. left for Meridian.
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Miss Jessie Frances Williams Recites
Vows With Hubert Mattingly June 12
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HAD A BIGFIGHT OVER
ME TODAY

___ 11140; ,
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By Raeburn Van Bursa

The Threat
BUT YOUR LIE HAS REVEALED
SOMETHING I DID NOT KNOW. YOU
BLUSHED: THAT
MEANS- HE IS A
YOUNG MAN, AN
F1' All ATTRACTIVE
YOUNG MAN.

YOU'VE HIDDEN HIM SOMEWASN'T AS WISE
AS YOU THINK. SOONER OR

I'LL CHARGE HIM WITH
ILLEGAL ENTRY, ROBBERYPERHAPS ATTEMPTED KIDNAPPING.
I HAVE TNE POLITICAL POWER
SEND YOUR YOUNG
MAN TO PRISON,
MY DEAR-FOR A
LONG, LONG
TIME.

WHERE. THAT

LATER-rLL FIND YOUR
YOUNG MAN.' AND-

-no

WHEN IDO-I'LL HAVE
HIM ARRESTED.

cago, models a new lightweight summer formal
designed by his brother,
...Carmen. ,Button-less, lapelless and back-poreket-less,
outfit weighs two pounds.
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NEW LIGHTWEIGHT SUIT 7
FOR MEN-Vess Duro, Chi-

•

41
allag. )
,
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I DON'T KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT
THE FOOTPRINTS. THERE'S NO
ONE HERE. I'm
NOT HIDING
ANYONE

RECEIPT IS REQUIRED

+.1
•

i:41
a

iiiiOrst* Live Stock Company

re,V#S#4 I 'Soh N

The Best Market in West Kentucky

not be

Co.

Ledger & Times

MY NEW
DIARY

in

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

1olci a
I a. m.

RUBBER STAMPS

INTERESTING
TO WRITE IN

RECEIPT BOOKS

in miles
, or fit-

ition-toII other
inse for
nutc for

WE SELL

Nothing But the Truth

I HAD
SOMETHING

-YOSEPH. Mo. iUP)-A ressourceful "fisherman" tried to beat
the high, price of meat but failed
when his cane pole broke. The man
tied a large hook to a 10-foot pole
and tried to lift-ayne sausages from
a grocery store rack during the
night. A smashed window and the
broken pole were the only clues.

GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A

Photographs of members of 4-11 Clubs in more than 30 states are
pouring in to Hollywood offices of Glenn McCarthy Productions as a
nationwide seemly is begun for a girl Club member to participate in a
forthcoming film, "The Green Promise."
Above, Robert Paige and Monty Collins, co-producers of the film.
are looking over one day's mail. Paige, star of many Hollywood productions, will enact the role of an agricultural extension agent in the
film, which portrays the life of a farm family Collins is author of
the original story and has written many other successful screen plays
The girl chosen for the part must be not more than 12 years old
and must be a regularly enrolled member of a 4-H Club Four girls
will be selected from the photographs submitted, one from each of
four sections of the United States The four will be taken to Hollywood for screen tests and final selection made following those tests.
"The Green Promise" will emphasize the importance of soil conservation and the great value of 4-H Club work in the struggle of a
farm family to a higher standard of living Participation of club
members in the talent search has been approved by national extension
headquarters and the state offices ni the states where the march is
being conducted.
The film will be produced by a new independent company formed
by Glenn McCarthy, Houston, Texas, industrialist who has a kiss
interest _in better farm living and better farming methods

-

I

iUP).7__Santa
PORTLAND. Me
Claus may find his pack a' little
lighter next Christmas. L. S. Talbert, retail sales manager for Sears
Roebuck, says there'll be a toy
steel
in
shortage, particularly
retailers already
articles. Some
have been* advised to cut their toy
orders 25 per cent, he reported.

4 to Page - In Duplicate

in con.
size id

NANCY

TOY SHORTAGE PREDICTED

temig•111111ri

Lag. Rate
3g. Rate

7

Today's Sports Parade

SAUSAGE FISHING FLOPS

WE SPECIALIZE' in COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops aid plats
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
ft
Rudy's Restaurant.

._t,

.e„,

FOR SALE-30-gallon hot water
heaters. Table top models by Kel- WANTED TO RENT-5-room furvinator, 3124.95-Riley Furniture nished house. Call 0109 after 3:30
Jy8c and ask for Herbert Nichols. J9p
and Appliance Co.
FOR SALE-Good wood baby bed
AUCTION SALE-2 bedroom suites, with sliding side - Mrs. W. B.
suite,
roorn
living
beds,
separate
2
Scruggs, 504 Olive. Telephone
dining room suite, refrigerator, one 251-J.
lc
.
kerosene stove; and several other
useful items. These items will be
CARD OF =ARKS
mirth-mod off Saturday afternoon.
July 10. at 2:30-Jesse Ross, 410
The. family of Mrs: Tom Bynum
BEAUTY'
J9p wishes to express their appreciation 'MISS BATHING
-South 12th St.
-Jacqueline Morency, 20,
----relatives
and thanks to the many
gaily waves her trophy after
FOR SALE-Baby Stroller. Good
and friends for their words and acts
condltion-Mirs. Burgess Marine at
she was awarded first prize
of kindness and sympathy during
Belk-Settle Store.
IF
and named "Miss Bathing
.
'
her recent illness and death."
Beauty of 1948" in Paris.
on
blessine-tre
'richest
Goers'
May
FLOwEHING
-EVERGREENS,
petite blonde beauty is
The
you.
of
everyone
and
each
Roy
work.
shrubs, landscape
as a beautician
employed
Schmaus Nursery, Benton, Ky., or
and hairdresser.
see R. A. Starks, 715 Sycamore,
CARD OF THANKS
W tf
Murray, Ky.
We wish to express our appreciaWonKentucky
FOR SALE-Nice.
tion for the many acts of kindness
der beans for Fanning. Telephone and expressions of sympathy exJ9c tended by our friends and neigh843-J-3.
bors. during the illness and death
IANOS-New spinet, any finish,
of our dear Mother. Sally Ann
as low as $485.00 with.bench. GuarSmith. We especially thank Dr.
anteed used pianos as low as
Houston, Dr. Hahs, Rev. Hone, the
anydelivery
Free
up.
and
$13500
Max Churchill funeral home and
So.
808
','where-Harry Edwards.
for their floral offerings.
everyone
Fifth Street, Paducah. Ky. Phone
-The Children.
A3c
4431.

Notices
1st Rata
lat Rate
iartment
tss mes•

!am

I

FOR SALE-Apartment house, five
_ units with stove attached. Income
$180 monthly. Price $10,500. One
I new house. 4 rooms, bath and car
port. 1940 Chevrolet 4-floor, radio.
Store fixtures. Deep freezer R75.
Wool rug 12x18-Rudolph Swann.
Paris road. Mayfield. Telephone
J9p
1131-R-4

4-H Girls Enter Talent Hunt

WAN gE101

and Found]

HOW LAND Rearigeration Sales and
Service. New and used equipment. STRAYED OR STOLEN-One red
Experienced. Money-back guaran- Irish setter dog. Wearing collar
tee. Phone 993-J. Hazel Highway, with my name and address. Any
one black south of Sycamore information leading to his recovJy7c ery will be rewarded. Notify Reed
Street.
Brandon or call 551-J, Murray,
A_
J8c
FOR GUARANTEED Permanent K y
Metal Weatherstripping or blown
insulation installed by experts call
!
I
H. M. Scarborough, 1021 or 4094. F Services Offered
Rock Wool and 'Weatherstrip Co..
105 Gatlin Building, Murray, LET US PUMP YOUR CISTERN
Jy 17c and fill it with pure well water.
Ky.
•
Grove,
Rogers, Lynn
Hardy
SALE-Vied gas range with
Jy7p
Ky.
bottles.' Very reasonable. Will in&
Gas
still and service-Murray
ROWLANI) Refrigeration Sales and
Appliance Co.. 1212 Main Street, Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
J8c Hazel Highway, one block south
Murray, Ky.
- .
A3c
of Sycamore Street.
FOR SALE-A farm of 48 acres,
well improved. Has all been limed.
On mail, milk'and bus route. On a
For Rent
good gravel road. Just north of
Hickory Grove church, on the old
Wadesboro road. Good tobacco FOR RENT-2-room garage apartbase. See Walter Blakely, Almo, ment partly furnished, available
J8p now. Phone 325, 1206 West Main.
KY.
'J8p
-O. W. Harrison
FOR,SALE-1939 Oldsmobile. Good
condition, good tires. Telephone
1182-M.
48P

FOR SALE-7-ft. Westinghouse refrigerator. Practically new. Call
J9c
33 or 570-J.

shown by the Clevaland Indians,
with an additional 19 homers, followed by the Yankees and Red Sox
IC Period of lime
97 Pashioned
with 17 and 15 mora respe.tively.
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ped 'off 14 and Washington trails
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II-Place Snare
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son, but it looks very improbable.
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27
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an increase matched by the Boston
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-Tavern
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itb15r
110-Lord
slight increase in the overall total
of home runs this seasan- .but no
records. _Wi3ich means, apparently.
that the calibre of major league
pitching still isn't' what it used to
By OSCAR RALEY '
be, or there really • is--2 aot more
NATIONAL LEAGUE
in the new ball.
United Press Sports Writer
Games 1948 1947 jackrabbit
Certainly the bats aren't bigger
101
83
NEW YORK, July 7 ILIP) The New York
68
or the fences closer!
52
62
71
home run balls still are sailing Cincinnati
63
merrily over the major league Pittsburgp
53
68
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
48
49
fences today and, while nobody will St. Louis
69
38
48
71
break the 1947 record of 221 set by Boston
28
.17
70
the Giants, the overall production Chicago
1,6
35
Be
probably will be greater as the Brooklyn
26
32
73
pitching remains sub-standard
Philadelphia
rarrscerwrist.These facts are inclicated in a
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Conifireu con
survey of the four-bagger harvest
Games 1948 1947
to date this season compared with
PRilIENT
Si,
76
67
the same number of games last Cleveland
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70
FOREST FIRES!year. The American league has New York
46'
81
67
upped its output 12 from 328 to 340 Boston
37 . 51
70
and the National league, while far Dgtroit
Ire.>
3t
36
73
ahead in round trippers. has in- Philadelphia
4.)
22
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creased its quota only seven from St. Louis
22
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66
Chicago
392 to 399.
20 I
13
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The home run derby shapes pp Washington
The largest power increase was
this way:
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:hes and
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Basis
Over
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and Save Money

CLOCK
'
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:C/0 O

SALES REPORT

FOR JULY 8, 194i

Total head sold
Short Fed Steers
Medium Quality Butcher
Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows • ,4
Canners and Cuttffit
• ,M1Ilt Cows ......
Medium Spring Lambs

Bust Spring Lambs

29.00

Fancy Veak •

26.00

IN A SUCCESS
LAZONGA,AH
BECAUSE IT III A
GOTTA ADrier
IS WO•11111,111L. SECRET-AND NOW,
DEAR FRIENDSWHIT IS'Of SECRET
i WILL.TELL
0' YO'SUCCESS?
YOH WHY
HAVE COME
BACK TO
DOGPATCH!

770

28.00- 31.00

I HAVE HAD A GLORIOUS
CAREER! I KAYE_ GivEN
COMMAND PERFORMAJ&ES
BEFORE ALL THE
CROWNED HEADS OF
EUROPE AND NAVE.
WON MANY LOVING
CUPS!!

HATCHERLY,

Capp

AND-NOW-I WISH TO RETIRE!)
FORE I DO -1 WILL PICK
BUTr.sson- SOMEONE TO

CARRY ON MY GREAT woRK
CONK 'mote AsioN4 THE.
cramorb OF

%

25.00

No. 1 Veals_‘.

26.00- 2,00
25.00- 80.00
18.00- 22.00
12.00- 17.50
15.Q0- 22.80
75.00-225.00
22.00- 27.00

By Al

OpportunAk Knocks 1!
V-
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.
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Bike Regulations for Youths Urged To
Make Future Drivers Safety Conscious
By

lb

JOHN V. GRIM.U.DI

Msns
cscInts. toe. ins.a.nsi
s
• inselves p-lt.sleged character:is.
Director.
Industrial
Division,
sotitled to ride on the wrong side,
National Conservation Bureau
ef the stseist.
Agile
..nd out
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is th
of traffic, to violate traffic light
eighth of a series OTTIrarticles on
andan
to ride on the highways at
street and highoas safety, oritten'
night withou• adequate lights.
by nationally recognized accideut
To combat these .darigerous atprecention specieleos and potation _
titudes. alert city officiate have
id bs this nevisoaner in the inadopted programs that. call_ for Ote.
tereele of greater traffic safety /
registration and licensing-oaf bicy--.
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